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ACROSS
1. Screaming at the top of one's lungs
6. "Drop what you're doing" letters
10. Recent grads who might be future CEOs
14. Milton who was banned from "SNL"
15. Maker of the Z4 and G7 phones
16. "A-Hunting We Will Go" composer Thomas
17. House coverings made of stone
19. Skater's jump
20. Prods on
21. One likely to have shot down a US drone last week
23. Polished off
24. Brawny rivals
28. Sporty Spice
30. Pakistani president of the 1980s
31. Bibliography information
32. Scheduled to arrive
35. Gospel singer Campbell
37. Ten gallon hat wearer, likely
38. Does some cardio, say
42. Philadelphia Union org.
43. Envelope for Gmail, e.g.
44. The "S" in "DOS," Abbr.
45. What a captcha proves you are not
47. With it
49. Silicate used in capacitors
53. It establishes middle C as the bottom line of a staff
57. Short snooze
58. Cool-headedness
59. Delta figure?
61. Ice chunk
62. Trick or treat container?
65. Beginning drawing class
66. Grabbed
67. Black Panther Bobby
68. League: Abbr.
69. Confessional fodder
70. "___ to us"

DOWN
1. FBI operation that inspired "American Hustle"
2. Pertain (to)
3. Big name in cold sore relief
4. Countertenor
5. Lively dances
6. Israeli author of "Elsewhere, Perhaps"
7. Michigan's Canals
9. Set forth
10. Where to spend kwacha
11. She's just not fair
12. Greater or Lesser isles
13. Speaks, loosely
14. Red button on a smartphone camera
22. It'll have you going round in circles
25. Hollywood blockbuster that had the working title "Planet Ice"
26. Booty
27. Booty
29. Cracked copy of Photoshop 6.0 holder, maybe
33. QB nicknamed "The Golden Arm"
34. Window-closing key
36. Rejections
38. They're played for laughs during credits
39. Openings in computers
40. Pacific salmon
41. Belief
42. Bride's title
46. (0, 0) on a graph
48. Ab strengthening exercise
50. Having some drinks, say
51. King of pop
52. Tops
53. Egg containers
55. One for Merkel
56. New and exciting
60. Unoccupied
61. Bleat it
63. Ornamental fish
64. Tiny charge carrier
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